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B  (formerly Culleton) has said that while writing

her landmark novel, In Search of April Raintree (), she conceived the
issue of identity as “a Metis problem, or a problem for … native people
being brought up in white foster homes” (Interview with Garrod ). As
the manager of Pemmican Publications, she linked the question of indigenous identity to matters of self-representation by emphasizing the need
to provide students with “access to adequate and accurate knowledge of
the Indian, Inuit and Metis people” through books that “do justice to the
Native people and … give them a voice” (“Images” ). Yet, according to
Janice Acoose, Mosionier’s own work in In Search of April Raintree fails to
“illustrate the Métis cultural identity” and, as a result, features a “dis-eased
narrative voice” (, ). Consequently, insofar as the novel equates
being Métis with being a culturally deprived survivor of foster care, it may
“leave readers with mis-informed notions about the Métis” (Acoose ).
A further complication rests, however, in the lack of contemporary consensus on the constituents of Métis identity. By focusing on the question
of identity, therefore, Mosionier not only addresses the impact of child
welfare practices on Native people but also participates in a debate that has
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preoccupied the Métis community for the last forty years.¹ In the story of
the Raintree sisters, Cheryl as well as April, she explores both what being
Métis means in urban Canada in the decades following World War II and
how writing literature functions in the production and transmission of
culture. Generating its own aesthetic, one political as well as pedagogical, In Search of April Raintree thus conducts a historical and sociological
inquiry into the terms of Métis identification that simultaneously modifies
those terms so as to mediate the effects of cultural indeterminacy and dispossession while also examining possibilities for individual self-invention
and national self-determination.
In its broadest lineaments as a tale of two Métis sisters taken into
foster care, In Search of April Raintree draws on Mosionier’s childhood
experience as a ward of the Children’s Aid Society of Winnipeg. Writing
the novel was, said Mosionier, “a way of trying to find answers as to why
our family seemed to come up against all these things—why my parents
were alcoholics, why we had to grow up in foster homes, and why two
sisters committed suicide.… A lot of the writing brought answers, and one
of the biggest was that I had been ashamed of being a native person most
of my life” (Interview with Garrod ). Indeed, as Joyce Carlson observes
in the foreword to the revised edition, entitled April Raintree (), the
novel “illustrates the difficulties which many Native people face in maintaining a positive self-identity” by making one “young woman’s search for
identity” representative of “a much larger story—the story of the Metis”
(vii). Even as subsequent critical discussions of In Search of April Raintree
have emphasized its status as an identity quest, however, they have only
glanced at its engagement with Métis identity politics. Noting that “Métis,
in all its multiplicity, is only one set among a multitude of subject positions,
not always commensurable, that [Mosionier] occupies,” Helen Hoy argues,
for example, that the novel challenges “unitary and essentialist discourses
of identity” (, ). For Jodi Lundgren, on the other hand, Mosionier’s
treatment of identity partakes of a cultural syncretism characteristic of
postcolonialism; for Dawn ompson, it posits an ethnic countermemory
that resists and revises the official discourse of Canadian multiculturalism;
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 e question of who is and who is not Métis is, for the Métis community, “one of

their favourite controversial topics” (Sawchuk ). Antoine Lussier, for example,
addresses this topic in “e Metis: Contemporary Problem of Identity.” e ruling of the Supreme Court of Canada in the  Powley case (related to Métis
rights to harvest natural resources) has recently reinvigorated the debate. e
Métis National Council (established in ) and the Ontario Métis Aboriginal
Association (established in  as ) have, for instance, quite different
definitions of membership (Barnsley ).
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for Margery Fee, it provides the novel’s dual protagonists, April and Cheryl,
with a strategy to endure and combat racism (“Deploying”); and for Dee
Horne, it functions to create a template on which the author “maps the
stereotypography of colonial discourse” (). As useful as these insights
are, however, they fail to place Mosionier’s treatment of identity against
the emergent possibilities for Métis selfhood in postwar Manitoba, thereby
overlooking “the different pressures shaping, distorting, and marginalizing
Indigenous identities in different places and the nuanced and local complexities of urban mixed-blood Native experience stemming from these
different histories” (Lawrence ).

Contextual Material: e Métis in Manitoba

Certainly, what Hoy has described as the “discursive transparency” of In
Search of April Raintree not only lends the text its illusive artlessness but
also belies its complex engagement with various historical and legal contexts for Métis identity. Originally, the word Métis described the descendants of the marriages à la façon du pays that, uniting French-Canadian
men and Cree or Ojibway women, contributed to the economic prosperity
of the fur trade as it advanced westward. By the early part of the nineteenth
century, these people, les gens libres of the northern plains, had begun to
think of themselves as la nouvelle nation.² Since then the Métis have seen
themselves as “the true Natives of Canada” (Sealey and Lussier ), “the
only ethnic group indigenous to the continent” (Redbird , emphasis
removed), and “the first Canadians” (Dickason ). Yet not until ,
the year before Mosionier published In Search of April Raintree, did the
federal government recognize the Métis in the Constitution Act as one
of Canada’s Aboriginal peoples. In the century preceding constitutional
repatriation and reform, the Canadian government consistently refused to
acknowledge that parliament’s purview over “Indians, and Lands reserved
for the Indians,” as established in Section () of the Constitution Act,
, applied to the Métis. In so doing, it followed a precedent inaugurated
in the first Indian Act, , which explicitly excluded any “half-breed in
Manitoba who has shared in the distribution of half-breed lands” or any

 Initially, les gens libres were deemed “free men” because, although they had

once worked for trading companies, they were no longer bound by contract to
their former masters. Choosing to stay with their Native families rather than
return to the east, these men supported themselves by hunting, trapping, and
transporting freight. In these capacities, they acted as independent provisioners to the fur trade.
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the fringes of

“half-breed head of a family (except the widow of an Indian, or a half-breed
who has already been admitted into a treaty)” (Acts ).
e Manitoba Act, , allegedly justified Métis exclusion from the
Indian Act since it made provision for “the extinguishment of the Indian
Title to the lands in the Province” by granting . million acres as well as
other protections to “the benefit of the families of the half-breed residents”
(Kennedy ). Quickly becoming a minority within Manitoba, the FrenchCatholic Métis and English-Protestant Half-Breeds, who had together
risen against Canadian expansionism, subsequently lost to legislative
reform and bureaucratic incompetence many of the rights that they had
secured for themselves by negotiating the province’s entry into Confederation. Subject to persecution, the Métis dispersed: some sold the scrip that
formed their entitlement, some assimilated to the new provincial culture,
some retreated to the fringes of Native reserves, and some followed the
buffalo farther west. As a result, their numbers in Manitoba dropped
from , out of , total (or  percent of the population) in  to
, out of nearly , (or  percent) sixteen years later.³ Finally, the
Northwest Rebellion of , which sought, like the Resistance of ,
to secure Aboriginal rights against eastern encroachment, so solidified
opposition to the mixed-blood population in the Canadian west that, as
anthropologist Joe Sawchuk notes, “they were even forced to deny the
name of Metis” (). By the turn of the century, the Métis had lost their
land, their status, and their pride. As a nation, they were defunct.
e late s and s, the period covered in the first half of In Search
of April Raintree, corresponds with a re-emergence of Métis nationalism. Interested in how ethnic identities are formulated and reformulated,
Sawchuk notes, however, that “the concept of the Metis … acquired a
new content” in this era (x). is new content has since allowed the Métis
to transcend significant regional, cultural, and historical differences, for
in its “enlarged usage” (Peterson and Brown ), the term embraces the
descendants of the Red River Métis of the s and the children of con-

Native reserves,

 Lagasse gives the figures for the  census thus: “Of a total population of
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,, only  percent were white, five percent Indian and  percent of mixed
blood” (:). From  to , “the French Metis decreased by  percent
from , to , and the English Half-Breeds by  percent from , to
,. e  census listed only , Metis and Half-Breeds in the province
compared to ,,  years earlier” (:). During the same period, Manitoba
increased both geographically and demographically. From a population of ,
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to , in ; by , the province possessed a total population of ,
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temporary interracial unions. Yet, in the immediate aftermath of World
War II, the word Métis had, like the people, all but disappeared. In his
influential socio-economic study of e People of Indian Ancestry in Manitoba (), Jean Lagasse found, for example, that nearly  percent of his
respondents, when asked to state their nationality, called themselves Halfbreed;  percent, Indian;  percent, European; and  percent, Canadian
(:–). Observing that the word Métis seemed, apart from its usual
usage in French, most commonly to appear “in middle class urban circles”
rather than among those of mixed ancestry, Lagasse found that only three
of  respondents applied the term to themselves (:; :). At the same
time, he speculated that “only a small proportion, perhaps less than ten
percent of the Canadians who have some Indian and White ancestry, are
known as Metis” (:). Owing to a conflation of socio-economic circumstance with ethnic identity, this disparity in numbers accounts for the fact
that Lagasse’s study, while it identified , Manitobans as Métis, left
out many, like the members of the L’Union National Métisse St Joseph,
who proudly asserted their Métis identity (:). Indeed, with members
of L’Union in mind, Lagasse tentatively suggested “re-establish[ing] the
solidarity of the Metis as an ethnic group” to remedy the problems consequent on economic impoverishment and social disorganization (:).
While a Métis nationalism vested in economic marginalization risked
“becom[ing] a catch-all for people with no identity to hang on to” and so
underwriting “a kind of ‘non-culture’ ” (Redbird ), Lagasse’s proposal
nonetheless anticipated the mandate of Métis groups like the Manitoba
Métis Federation () and the Ontario Métis and Non Status Indian
Association ().⁴
Incorporated in , the same year that April turns eighteen and
achieves liberty from Children’s Aid in In Search of April Raintree, the
 promoted Métis solidarity as one solution to the identity crisis that
rapid postwar changes in trade and technology had occasioned among
Native peoples in Canada. ese changes prompted writers of the federally
commissioned Hawthorn Report, A Survey of the Contemporary Indians
 In this context, the idea of nationalism does not necessarily encompass “an

aspiration for political independence” (Kienetz ). Instead, “the general aim
of the  and other Metis organizations seems to be quite the opposite of
separatism, which would be the logical aim of political nationalism: to uplift
Metis people, as a group, from their generally depressed economic status so that
they participate on par with the non-Native majority in all spheres of economic
endeavour” (Kienetz ). is specialized notion of nationalism accounts for
Redbird’s sense of “the Metis Nation [as] simply need[ing] recognition and a
fair participation in confederation” ().
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of Canada (–), to remark that “being an Indian has become an
uncertain thing” (Hawthorn :). Being Métis was even more problematic
because of the discontinuity between experience as lived and as legislated;
for “a child who looks Indian, lives on or near a reserve, … is treated like
an Indian whether he is legally Indian, enfranchised or Metis” (Hawthorn
:). In the absence of official status, however, people of mixed blood
were legally discriminated from registered Indians, whose economic and
social disadvantages they shared, and were deprived of those Aboriginal
rights (to land, of course, but also to traditional practices such as hunting
or fishing) guaranteed in the constitution and by treaty. Alienated from
both their Native and non-Native heritages, such people were susceptible
to “negative identification”—that is, “they are Metis because they are not
somebody else” (Sawchuk ). “To instil a sense of pride and a more positive self image among the Metis, especially among Metis school children”
(Kienetz ), the  therefore sponsored a series of publishing ventures
which, in , culminated in the creation of Pemmican Publications. First
published by Pemmican, In Search of April Raintree belongs to this cultural
initiative as do two of Mosionier’s later works for children, Spirit of the
White Bison () and Christopher’s Folly ().

April Raintree: Indigeneity, Identity, and Indeterminacy

e essential uncertainties of Métis identity understandably shape the
thematic and semantic focus of In Search of April Raintree. At the outset of
the novel, Mosionier provides a description of the Raintree sisters’ parentage that is tantalizingly vague about their racial and national origins. Far
more specific about her mother’s ancestry than her father’s, April describes
Henry Raintree as being “of mixed blood, a little of this, a little of that, and
a whole lot of Indian,” while “Alice, on the other hand, was part Irish and
part Ojibway” (In Search ). Alice’s ancestry is, however, irrelevant to the
constitution of the girls’ legal identity (as well as her own) because, until
, official Indian status passed from father to child and from husband to
wife. e gender bias inherent in Canadian law had two consequences: first,
women’s identity as Native or non-Native was more volatile than men’s;
second, some people of mixed blood were registered Indians, while others
were not—even when their appearance and their name, like Henry’s, suggested otherwise. Making a point of the fact that Raintree “looked like one
of those Indian names” (In Search ), Mosionier further problematizes
the construction of a stable biracial identity in the novel; for the Nativeness of Raintree as a surname suggests that either Henry or one of his
forefathers forfeited his right to Indian status through means other than
 | Smulders
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non-Native paternity.⁵ In this respect, the patronymic Raintree tends to
disassociate the family from the nineteenth-century Métis.
Originally from Norway House, the Raintrees seem instead to be
“northern Metis whose mixed ancestry goes back only one or two generations” (Sawchuk ). But while their name does not appear, as do the
names of April’s two foster families, among the largely French and English
cognomens that D. N. Sprague and R. P. Frye document in their genealogy
of Red River households, Mosionier nonetheless confers on the Raintrees,
especially Henry, various religious, cultural, and linguistic attributes of
traditional Métis life. “Baptized a Roman Catholic,” April remembers, for
instance, her father playing the fiddle “while everyone danced jigs,” and
Cheryl, searching for her parents, encounters a family friend who not
only speaks with “a French-type accent” but also calls her father “Henri”
(In Search ; ; ).⁶ Paradoxically, these markers of ethnicity become
for Henry’s daughters a measure of their estrangement from their origins,
for they, like many other Native children separated from their parents
and taken into the care during the so-called Sixties Scoop, are denied the
opportunity to learn about their cultural heritage as well as their familial
history.⁷ ese deprivations unsettle further the possibilities for stable
identity since they lead to the creation of what Richard Wagamese in
Keeper’n Me () calls “a whole new kinda Indyun” ().
 While some men lost their Indian status through voluntary enfranchisement,

others were subject to involuntary enfranchisement because they had received
a university degree or lived abroad for five years or entered the ministry. Others still did not have status because they had failed to register or because they
had been born outside of marriage. e  Indian Act tightened restrictions
further by introducing the double-mother rule, which rendered ineligible for
Indian status those people whose mothers and paternal grandmothers had
gained status through marriage.
 e curious locution—“a French-type accent”—suggests that Mosionier had
Michif in mind when she attempted to describe the speech of Josie Pohequitas.
According to Dickason, Michif is “a fully developed mixed language, a rare
phenomenon. In its western range it correctly incorporates French nouns and
noun phrases with a Plains Cree verbal system and syntax; in its more easterly
range, it incorporates Ojibwa as well. English also creeps in, but in a French
form…. Commonly known as ‘Metis Cree,’ or less frequently as ‘French Cree,’
it is still spoken in scattered communities” ().
 e term “Sixties Scoop” derives from Patrick Johnston’s Native Children and
the Child Welfare System. Using numbers from , Johnson shows that status
Indian children are nearly five times more likely than other children to be in
the care of the child welfare system. Despite the lack of statistical information
for other Native children, “there is every reason to believe that the same is true
for non-status Indian and Métis children” (Johnson ).
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Making the name Raintree an unstable signifier for generic Indianness,
Mosionier refrains from developing the nomenclature of national identity
more thoroughly until April moves from her first foster placement at the
Dions’ to her second one at the DeRosiers’. Introducing a terminology revelatory of how ideology shapes subjectivity for those of biracial ancestry, she
anticipates the question later asked of Cheryl at an upscale Toronto party:
“What is the proper word for people like you?” (In Search ). Indeed, the
search for “the proper word” to identify people of mixed blood contributes
to the novel’s “intricate choreography of (mis)representations” (Hoy ).
While the first of the terms introduced, half-breed, is the one that Lagasse’s
respondents favoured for themselves, Mosionier severs it from its historical association with those Red River residents whose paternal line was
English or Scottish rather than French and modifies it pejoratively. Stung
by its application to her, April rejects this crudely racialized identity when
the DeRosiers first force it upon her consciousness. “I wasn’t a half-breed,”
she says, “just a foster child, that’s all. To me, half-breed was almost the
same as Indian” (In Search ). Ironically, she shares with the DeRosiers
the erroneous assumption that all people of Native ancestry are alike. is
attitude reoccurs in the novel when April’s mother-in-law observes that
the Raintree sisters are “not Indians but half-breeds, which is almost the
same thing” (In Search ). Situating both as other, however, Mosionier
does not so much assume herself a generic Native reality, “singular and
indistinguishable” (Acoose ), as gesture to the colonial dualism that
homogenizes all Native peoples in order to define them as not-white. As
Horne shows, moreover, the resultant interrogation of colonial stereotypes, both metaphoric and metonymic, uncovers “the inclusionary and
exclusionary processes implicit in identity politics” ().
Quickly learning not to “like that word ‘half-breed’ one bit” (In Search
), April is forced to inhabit stereotypes that violate her sense of self.
Upon first acquaintance, for example, Mrs DeRosier threatens her foster
daughter’s self-possession both verbally and corporally: “I know you halfbreeds, you love to wallow in filth.You step out of line once, only once, and
that strap will do the rest of the talking” (In Search ). But while April,
addressed in the plural (“you half-breeds”), is subject to unwarranted
assumptions about the class of which she is a member, the drudgery that
she performs within the household contradicts Mrs DeRosier’s use of the
word half-breed as a synonym for sloth, squalor, and disobedience. By
contrast, when Maggie, Mrs DeRosier’s daughter, renames her foster sister
“Ape, the bitch” (In Search ), she imputes to April a primordial savagery
and animal sexuality. In the process, Mosionier not only emphasizes the
 | Smulders
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dehumanizing effect of labels like half-breed but also satirizes April’s
efforts as a “colonial mimic” (Horne ), for while April feels the injustice of
the DeRosiers’ abuse, she yet assimilates their prejudices to herself. In the
words of Fee, “she becomes her own best oppressor” (“Upsetting” ). As
Lundgren notes, moreover, she unwittingly “absolves the racist dominant
society of responsibility” by internalizing (and thereby accepting “apparently voluntarily”) her oppressors’ beliefs about people of mixed blood ().
When Cheryl gives her a book on Louis Riel for her tenth birthday, April
thus echoes Mrs DeRosier’s claim to “know you half-breeds”: “I knew all
about Riel. He was a rebel who had been hanged for treason. Worse, he
had been a crazy half-breed” (In Search , emphasis added).
Speaking of Maria Campbell’s determination to reclaim a nomenclature imbued with prejudice in her autobiography, Halfbreed (),
Lundgren states that “the negative image of Native people, including the
Metis, is embedded in discourse and a simple substitution of words is not
enough to effect a change in consciousness” (). Even so, Mosionier’s
introduction of the term Métis to In Search of April Raintree in connection with Riel represents an effort to revolutionize awareness through
language: “ ‘He’s a Métis, like us,’ Cheryl said proudly. ‘Mrs MacAdams says
we should be proud of our heritage. You know what that means? It means
we’re part Indian and part white. I wish we were whole Indians’ ” (In Search
). Fraught with irony, this short speech offers a definition of what it is
to be Métis that is highly ambiguous, for the Raintree sisters clearly are
not Métis in the way that Riel was. Nonetheless, the word Métis, a virtual
anachronism in , not only supersedes the term half-breed deployed
earlier to shame nine-year-old April but also works both to signify ethnic
pride and to claim solidarity with the New Nation of the s. Although
Cheryl speaks “proudly” of her “part Indian and part white” heritage, her
desire to be a “whole” Indian nonetheless reveals her ambivalence about
being Métis. Given the tendency to negative identification, this ambivalence is quite understandable. Indeed, April tells her sister, “I can’t accept
being a Métis … [because] being Métis means I’m one of the have-nots”
(In Search ), and because “there’s just nothing there,” she “feel[s] only
the shortcomings of both sides” (In Search ). In the course of the
novel, however, Mosionier recuperates the perspective of the Métis, of
“a whole in-between nationality” (Lagasse :, n), so that it bespeaks
ethical integrity and critical impartiality rather than economic deficiency
or cultural uncertainty. To be Métis is, in other words, to assume the role
of the “critic-at-large” (In Search ). It is, as Mosionier said of her own
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efforts as a writer of mixed ancestry, “to be objective, and fair, but still
honest” (Interview with Lutz ).

Cheryl Raintree: Cultural Alterity, Textual Hybridity, and
Métis Subjectivity
Positioning herself as novelist in the role of “critic-at-large,” Mosionier
relies on métissage as a narrative strategy in order to sustain the bifocal
awareness necessary to assess fairly and honestly the merits and demerits
of Métis identification. Occupying “the site of undecidability and indeterminacy,” métissage functions as “a concept and a practice” that, according
to postcolonial critic Françoise Lionnet, enables “us to think otherwise, to
bypass the ancient symmetries and dichotomies that have governed the
ground and the very condition of possibility of thought … in all of Western philosophy” (). e catalyst for the identity crisis at the heart of In
Search of April Raintree, the separation of the sisters not only from their
parents but from each other, splinters the narrative into two asymmetrical
parts that nonetheless achieve a synthetic wholeness in April’s recollection
of her life. Concentrating on the period from her sixth birthday to her
twenty-fourth, April preserves Cheryl’s voice by transcribing her letters,
speeches, journals, and essays into the narrative. If, as Kateri Damm contends, the simple, even impoverished, style of In Search of April Raintree
“becomes an extremely effective and genuine form for reflecting both the
narrator’s and the author’s cultural deprivations” (), the incorporation
of Cheryl’s polygeneous writings represents an effort to devolve a more
sophisticated aesthetic expressive of cultural alterity. As the novel unfolds
and as the girls grow away from each other, Cheryl’s work disrupts the
linearity of April’s retrospective narrative, correcting its bias, enlarging
its awareness, and disputing its conclusions. Featuring a métissage of
points of view, of literary forms, and of modes of discourse, In Search of
April Raintree not only accommodates orality to textuality but also opens
generic indeterminacy to new narrative possibility. While this new possibility derives from Mosionier’s need to find a form for the expression
of Métis selfhood, the “mixture of orality and literacy disrupts not only
the autobiographical subject, but also the epistemology upon which that
subject is based” (ompson ). As a result, the hybrid nature of the text
demands from its audience an ability not only to think otherwise but also
to read otherwise.
Focusing obsessively on acts of reading and writing in In Search of April
Raintree, Mosionier acknowledges “the alienation [that] women writers
experience in creating a new tradition” and “in defining their audience, a
 | Smulders
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difficulty compounded in the case of métis women, who write in a standard language but hope to transmit a vision molded and enriched by their
vernacular customs” (Lionnet ). e letters that mark the initiation of
five-year-old Cheryl into the symbolic order thus demonstrate her struggle
not only to overcome her separation from her sister but also to master a
written language that narrowly circumscribes the possibilities for Métis
identity. Composed under the tutelage of her Métis foster mother, Mrs
MacAdams, Cheryl’s early letters all begin with the same salutation: “Dear
Apple” (In Search , , ). is childish nickname conjures images of
countless alphabet books, all beginning with “A is for apple,” as well as
foreshadows April’s role as “colonial mimic” (Horne ). Replete with
grammatical and orthographical errors that rather clumsily indicate the
child’s struggle to compose herself in writing, these letters preserve the
oral rhythms of preliterate speech and foreshadow those aspects of Cheryl’s later work that lend it the vitality of vocal performance. Positioned as
a student through much of the text, Cheryl writes, “I am lerning to reed
an print an count an Mrs Madams says I is fast lerner. I wish I was going
to scool” (In Search ). In addition to teaching Cheryl how to write, Mrs
MacAdams also nurtures her foster daughter’s sense of self by providing
her with access to the past, albeit a historical rather than a familial one. As
Cheryl tells April, the MacAdams have “a lot of books on Indian tribes and
how they used to live a long time ago” (In Search ). Five years later, when
she is living with her third foster family, the Steindalls, Cheryl wistfully
remembers that “Mrs MacAdams used to have so many good books on
the subject of natives” (In Search ). ese books help Cheryl to develop
the self-esteem necessary to sustain her against the racism inherent in
Canadian society.
Ironically, while Mosionier extols the importance of books to children’s
personal development, considerable anxiety characterizes her attitude to
reading and writing in In Search of April Raintree. is anxiety especially
colours her treatment of how history, as a subject taught in school, has
promoted a white colonialist agenda. Indeed,
until very recently, the books that Manitobans and Canadians
studied in high school and universities were appallingly deficient in their treatment of Aboriginal history. A  study of
 books that most frequently appeared on Canadian history
courses concluded that Indians were treated as part of the
background to a European story. Sometimes, Indians were
discussed in the introductory chapter on the environment
and then relegated to a minor role. ey might be enemies
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… or allies … but rarely were they treated as human beings.
(Aboriginal Justice Inquiry :)
When Cheryl encounters this “appallingly deficient” history in Grade ,
which, as Hawthorn notes, represents a turning point for many Native
children in “the process of self-estrangement” (:), she relies on her
extracurricular reading to challenge the omissions and distortions that
both falsify the historical record and perpetuate racist stereotypes. In
fact, while Mosionier admitted that she “really didn’t know if such books
[as Mrs MacAdams had] existed back in the s,” she “made them be
there for Cheryl to read [so that] later, when she was in Grade , she was
able to speak out against the history books which [the author herself ] had
hated so much” (“Images” ). Fabricating in retrospect a new tradition of
“REAL Native books” from which Cheryl can learn and draw inspiration,
Mosionier relies upon prolepsis “to undo a damaging image of Native
people” found in conventional histories that “have either said too little, or
have said things in such a way, that the long-term results have hurt Native
people” (“Images” ). Indicting white historians’ omissions as self-serving lies, Cheryl is, however, ejected from the classroom by her teacher as
disruptive and punished by her principal as insubordinate. In this all-tootypical treatment of the Native student whose “characteristic behaviour
does not meet school expectations” (Hawthorn :), Mosionier creates
a parable that uncovers the use of violence, physical as well as psychological, for the purposes of social indoctrination. In so doing, she explodes
another insidious white lie: that racism in Canada is, if not non-existent,
“non-violent” (Damm ).
To contest those “alter/Native histories that position American Indians and Métis as others,” Cheryl cultivates an “alterNative discourse of
American Indian and Métis perspectives” (Horne ). On the one hand,
she disputes the portrayal of indigenous peoples as found in textbooks
like Edith Deyell’s Canada:e New Nation which, first published in 
and approved for use in Canadian schools throughout the s, appropriates the idea of la nouvelle nation to colonialist ends. On the other, she
seeks to provide balance by “writing the Métis side of things” (In Search
). In this light, her rejection of glasses because they seem “un-Indian”
signifies a decision, arguably naïve, to see historical events from a Native
perspective (In Search ). Shaping the letters written from the Steindalls’
between February  and September , this vision not only links an
understanding of Métis identity to the history of the New Nation from
its birth to its diaspora but also places this understanding against the
context of the civil rights movement in the United States. ese letters,
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while devoted substantively to minority history, engage in métissage by
formally combining the epistolary mode with elements of the expository
essay and of oratory. In fact, the letters that Cheryl writes during Grades
, , and  all contain speeches or allusions to speeches like those made
by President Kennedy. Gesturing to a rhetorical situation that involves a
speaker and listeners beyond the writer(s) and reader(s), fictional as well as
actual, for the letters themselves, Mosionier not only validates the power
of Native speech but also engages the idea of multiple audiences, some
hostile, some indifferent, and some sympathetic. While April, amazed at
her sister, “wonder[s] how she ever had the courage to stand up in front
of her class and give the speech” (In Search ), the gradual movement
from speech into script—and later from letters into journal entries—yet
marks Cheryl’s eventual movement out of contexts of exchange, for just as
Canadians were “not receptive to the first efforts of the Métis organizations
to tell a different story” (Sealey and Lussier ), Cheryl encounters resistance from her audience—even from her closest confidante, April—and
withdraws into herself.
Problems of reception notwithstanding, the letters that Cheryl writes
from the Steindalls’ represent attempts at self-creation and self-definition.
In the first one, she establishes the pattern for the rest when she tells April
about what she has learned about being Métis: “We had to make speeches
in front of the class, and I made mine on buffalo hunting. Mr Darnell, my
teacher, said I was an exceptional Métis, ’cause most would have avoided
such subjects. at made me so proud that I just had to send you what I
wrote” (In Search ). Unlike her Grade  teacher, Mr Darnell supports
Cheryl’s efforts to create an alterNative history for herself. In her explicit
identification with Riel and her recovery of the historical traditions of
the Red River Métis, however, Cheryl fuses two different experiences. By
“drawing upon the cultural symbols of a group that a few years ago was
considered nearly extinct and which often have very little connection to
[her] own background,” she seeks, like many others of mixed ancestry, “to
create a viable identity” (Sawchuk ). is process of identity formation
has much in common with the regenerative mythmaking that Duke Redbird, president of  in the early s, associated with the recovery
of a “forgotten” Métis reality (). Concerned with the buffalo hunt, which
gave formative shape to Métis nationalism, Cheryl’s first speech engages in
such mythmaking by positively describing her mixed-blood forefathers:
e Métis hunters, equipped with buffalo guns, used one
method known as “running the buffalo.” is was perhaps the
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most dangerous way but definitely the most exciting. Men on
horseback would ride through the stampeding herd, shooting
prime animals. Once a shot was fired, the hunter had to pour
some more powder from his buffalo horn into the muzzle of the
gun, spit in one of the lead balls which he carried in his mouth,
hit the gun butt on his saddle to shake down the powder and
ball. All this was done as he raced his horse among the stampeding buffalo. If a horse stepped into a gopher hole or if the
rider became dismounted for any other reasons, his hours as a
buffalo hunter were probably numbered to mere seconds. Perhaps a bull would turn on him, or a stray shot could bring him
down. Or he may have loaded his rifle too fast or not properly
enough, and it could explode and blow his hand off. e hunt
required steady nerves, much skill and expertise in horsemanship and marksmanship. (In Search –)
Supposedly composed in , five years before the creation of the ,
Cheryl’s speech adapts a passage from Bruce Sealey and Antoine Lussier’s e Métis: Canada’s Forgotten People (), the first comprehensive
account in English of the Métis as a people, and thereby anticipates after
the fact the efforts of the  Press, a forerunner to Pemmican Publications, to redress a whole tradition of historical scholarship.⁸
 Notwithstanding the very clear reliance on Sealey and Lussier’s work for

Cheryl’s speeches, Mosionier insisted that she “didn’t do any advance reading
or research for either of [her] books” and waited to “do the research till after
[she] had written the first rough draft” (Interview with Garrod ; interview
with Lutz ). Similarly, even though she admitted to extensive revision of the
original manuscript, she said that she didn’t seem to work at writing as hard as
other writers (Interview with Garrod –, ). ese contradictory remarks,
suggestive of Mosionier’s desire to emphasize the spontaneously authentic
qualities of her work, echo early assessments of the artlessness of In Search of
April Raintree (see Hoy –). To demonstrate the extent of the resemblance
between Cheryl’s speech and its source text, I’ve included the original passage
below. Italics indicate verbatim or near-verbatim borrowings.
e Métis buffalo hunters usually used a method known as “running
the herd.” Scouts would locate a grazing herd and the Métis would
slowly ride forward in formation. At a signal, the riders would gallop towards the herd, which would immediately stampede in fear.
On their swift horses the men would ride through the mélee shooting prime buffalo cows as they swept past them. Passing through
the herd, the men would turn their horses and “run” the herd again
and again until a sufficient number of buffalo were killed. At all
times the hunter was in great danger of being thrown from his
horse, since his horse might collide with a buffalo or step into an
animal burrow. Whatever the cause, if a man became unmounted,
his chances of survival were slim indeed, for the stampeding herd
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Instead of borrowing romanticized images of Native peoples “from
non-Indigenous authorities” (Acoose ), Mosionier uses the work of
Métis educationalists Sealey and Lussier as a surety of representational
accuracy, but the fragmented reproduction of their non-fictional narrative
within Mosionier’s fictional one as well as of Cheryl’s historical narrative
within April’s autobiographical one leads doubly to distortion. Just over
a hundred words shorter than the paragraph from which it derives, the
excerpt from Cheryl’s speech thus follows the language and, to a lesser
extent, the development of the original text while stripping the passage
of extraneous material and augmenting its rhetorical effectiveness. ese
revisions heighten the parallelism of the passage so that, for example, the
repeated infinitive phrases in Cheryl’s fourth sentence intensify the action.
Likewise, the repetition of the conjunction “or” in the sixth, seventh,
and eighth sentences both improves the coherence of the passage and
underscores the multiplicity of dangerous possibilities facing the buffalo
hunter. Demonstrating a gift for narrative, Cheryl also shows in the final
statement, which does not appear in the original passage, her capacity to
abstract and generalize on the bravery and proficiency of the Métis. In her
identification with masculine endeavour, however, she neglects the work
of women who, with their children, accompanied their husbands on the
hunt. at Sealey and Lussier’s original text continues with a discussion
of Métis women’s role as producers of pemmican—the compressed mixture of dried buffalo meat, fat, and berries that was a staple commodity
of the fur trade—emphasizes this oversight on Cheryl’s part. At the same
time, the lifestyle extolled in the speech is one that has disappeared, a fact
obscured by the vague timelessness of the past conjured. Indeed, even as
the semi-annual buffalo hunt inspired its own judicial code, the Law of
the Hunt, and so offered a model for Métis democratic self-government in
would surely trample him. e guns, muzzle-loading types, were a
danger in themselves. A man carried a powderhorn (made from a
buffalo horn) and a mouth full of lead balls. As he rode at top speed
through the herd it was necessary to pour powder into the muzzle
of the gun, spit a lead ball in on top of it, pound the gun butt on his
saddle to shake powder and lead down, select a fat cow, ride beside
it, bring his gun down, point it at the heart of the buffalo, and fire.
Still at a gallop amongst stampeding buffalo, a new cap was placed
in the gun and the process began again. e danger of being hit by
stray bullets; the possibility that the gun might explode and blow off
fingers or a hand; the ever present fear of being gored by a buffalo
horn; all these were part of the thrill of the hunt. e danger and
excitement were necessary in order to gather a supply of meat with
which to make pemmican. (Sealey and Lussier )
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the Council of St Laurent (–), the virtual extinction of the buffalo
and the concomitant threat of starvation for the Aboriginal peoples who
depended upon them were among the reasons leading to the Northwest
Rebellion of . In light of later events, then, Cheryl’s choice of subject
betrays the problematic nature of her identification with the Red River
Métis.
e speech included in the letter dated  January  reiterates
Cheryl’s desire not only to understand her origins but also to live in the
past rather than the present. e decision not to deliver it perhaps owes
less, however, to consideration for her audience—Cheryl tells April that
her “fellow classmates might not be able to hack another speech on Métis
people” (In Search )—than to concern about the contentiousness of her
subject. A politicized sequel to her first speech, Cheryl’s second effort
treats the historical events that flowed from the buffalo hunt as a cultural
activity; for the Pemmican Laws, proclaimed in  by Miles Macdonell,
Governor of Assiniboia, endangered the livelihood as well as lifestyle of
the Métis by restricting Native trade and prohibiting the running of the
buffalo. Relying once again on e Métis: Canada’s Forgotten People as
a source, Mosionier provides in the excerpted portion of the speech an
action-packed description of the point in the Pemmican Wars when, on 
June , the forces of Cuthbert Grant, a North West Company employee
and Métis officer, killed Macdonell’s successor, Robert Semple (after whom
Mosionier names the social worker who works with April), and twenty
of his men at Seven Oaks. Together with the subsequent seizure of Fort
Douglas, a Hudson’s Bay Company post, and the expulsion of the Scottish
colonists from Lord Selkirk’s settlement, the Battle of Seven Oaks asserted
Métis sovereignty, even if only temporarily, over the Red River region.
e two armed parties met at Seven Oaks. Grant sent an emissary to Semple, demanding his surrender. An argument ensued
and a settler fired. e sound of gunfire brought a nearby group
of fifty more Métis to the scene. e battle-experienced Métis
fired their round of shots and then fell to the ground to reload.
e settlers, thinking they had shot these men down, began to
cheer. e Métis, with their guns reloaded, charged the settlers.
Terrified, most of the settlers turned and ran. e horsemen
took over as if running buffalo. ey overtook the settlers and
shot them. Within fifteen minutes, twenty settlers and two of
Grant’s men were dead. (In Search )
Stripped of the whys and the whens of the Sealey and Lussier account, the
excerpt issues as a series of short, staccato sentences, with few adjectives
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or adverbs, and so isolates the exact moment when the Métis distinguished
themselves militarily as the New Nation.⁹
While Cheryl suppresses her second speech and April questions its
purpose, Mosionier uses it to further her pedagogical program by undoing negative stereotypes of the Métis perpetuated in orthodox histories.
Significantly, in his analysis of post-Confederation historiography on Seven
Oaks, Lyle Dick demonstrates that the English-language versions of the
incident conform to a master narrative of western progress, a veritable
allegory of Anglo-Canadian settlement, in which the stereotypes of the
Métis as savage and unstable justify their eventual defeat and dispossession.
An important moment within this narrative relates to the shot that incites
violence. Although, as Dick notes, several of the orthodox histories use
the passive voice to insinuate, despite evidence to the contrary, that the
Métis began the assault, Mosionier’s account, which follows Sealey and
Lussier’s in its attribution of the first shot to a settler, is notable for its reli e passage from the source text appears below. Italics indicate verbatim or
near-verbatim borrowings.
Grant wanted to gain control of both the Assiniboine and the Red
Rivers. He controlled the Assiniboine now and hoped to cut across
the prairie and get to the Red River north of the settlement without
a conflict. In this way, he hoped to cut off the supply route to the
settlement and starve out the settlers. On June , , he led a
group of fifteen Métis across the prairie with pemmican supplies
for the proposed camp on Frog Plain north of the settlement. e
settlers sighted them and Semple, with twenty-four men, marched
out to intercept the Métis at a place known as Seven Oaks. When
the two armed parties met, Grant sent a Métis to Semple demanding his surrender. An argument started; Sempled seized the reins
of the Métis’ horse and attempted to disarm the emissary. A shot
was fired by a settler and the battle began.
e settlers had no chance, even though they initially outnumbered the Métis, for the sound of gunfire brought a group of fifty
more Métis to the scene. Experienced hunters and sharp-shooters,
the Métis fired a volley of shots and then fell to the ground to reload.
e naïve settlers cheered for they thought that their few aimless
shots had killed all the Métis. e Métis reloaded their guns and
charged the settlers. With the notable exception of two or three,
the settlers turned in terror and tried to escape by running to the
river and hiding along the bank. e Métis horsemen then charged
and shot them with the ease of men accustomed to “running the
buffalo.” e battle lasted only fifteen minutes. Twenty settlers were
killed, while only two of Grant’s men died. e Bois Brûlé took out
any remaining anger on the corpses by mutilating the bodies. e
colony was shattered and on June  all colonists left Red River
under the personal protection of Cuthbert Grant. (Sealey and
Lussier –)
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ance on an active voice. Her revision of the source text also heightens the
heroism of the Métis and the foolhardiness of the settlers. In one pair of
sentences, for example, she removes the adjective “naïve” that Sealey and
Lussier use to modify the settlers and compounds another, adding “battle”
to “experienced,” to describe the Métis militiamen. In these refinements,
she goes beyond her source, one already sympathetic to the Métis cause,
to insist on a version of history at variance with that of eminent scholars,
such as George Bryce, Chester Martin, Marcel Giraud, George Stanley,
and W. L. Morton, who either implicitly or explicitly describe the battle
as a massacre (Dick –). is allegation no doubt explains Mosionier’s
refusal to include any mention of the putative mutilation of the dead settlers. Instead, to avoid suggestions of barbarism as well as the long-range
results of the conflict between Natives and newcomers in the Red River
area, the excerpt ends with the Métis victory.
While Mosionier traces the rise of the Métis nation in Cheryl’s school
speeches, the remaining letters of  and  outline its decline through
allusion to two essays: in the first, Cheryl writes on “Riel at the Red River
Insurrection,” which resulted in the creation of Manitoba as a province in
, and in the second, on “Riel at Batoche,” which fell to the forces of the
Canadian government in  (In Search , ). Insofar as Grant “stands
at the beginning of the New Nation, as Louis Riel stands at the end” (Sealey
and Lussier ), Cheryl’s letters contain symbolically a complete history of
the Red River Métis. However, because excerpts from the later essays do
not appear within the text of the novel, Mosionier gradually mutes Cheryl’s
voice and privileges April’s vision. is narrative suppression of the Métis
perspective corresponds not only to the dispersal of the New Nation in
the wake of the rebellions of  and  but also to the psychological
desire for assimilation that April espouses in adolescence. After reading
the first of the two later essays, April says, “Knowing the other side, the
Métis side, didn’t make me feel any better. It just reinforced my belief that
if I could assimilate myself into white society, I wouldn’t have to live like
this for the rest of my life” (In Search ). Similarly, of the second piece,
she states: “Riel and Dumont, they were men of the past. Why dwell on
it? What concerned me was my future. And this essay proved my point
once again. White superiority had conquered in the end” (In Search ). As
much as April discounts Cheryl’s point of view, however, her ultimate decision to write an essay documenting her own experience at the DeRosiers’
conveys her awareness of the power of the written testimonial. Ironically,
while April gains an audience that believes what she writes and later what
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she says before the court in the case of e Queen v. Donnelly, she fails to
provide one for her sister until too late.
Included in the last quarter of the novel, Cheryl’s final compositions—
her powwow speech, her journal entries, and her suicide note—reveal
Mosionier’s interest in the difficulties of creating in the present (rather
than retrieving from the past) a viable Métis identity. e first of these,
the speech delivered at Roseau River, draws on and subverts the romantic
images of “olden-day Indians” that Cheryl has associated with her parents
(In Search ). at it retreats from a specific Métis awareness into a
generic pan-Indian consciousness suggests, however, the problem of which
Acoose warns. Lapsing into a nostalgia that threatens to nullify the Métis
experience by subsuming it within the stereotype of the vanishing Indian,
this piece deploys the same stylistic idiom that Cheryl, at the Friendship
Centre a few weeks later, ascribes to “reading so many Indian books” (In
Search ). Hoy’s view that Cheryl “reinvest[s] this rhetorical tradition
with significance, having appropriated it from the discursive archive out
of which she fashions herself ” (), overlooks the way that her adoption
of a faux-Indian argot presages the eclipse of her search for an expressly
Métis identity. As a product of a “manufactured ‘Indian-ness’ ” afflicting
“those, often young people, who never developed an identity as Métis or
who found such an identity unsatisfying” (Sealey and Lussier ), the
powwow speech nonetheless betrays in the peculiarities of its delivery the
frustrations of being caught between polarities. On the one hand, Cheryl
meant the piece “to warn those in control,” but because its content “was
too controversial” for publication, she failed to achieve her aim (In Search
, ). On the other, when she performs the work in a tent on an Ojibway reserve, she finds herself in a context that, while clearly supportive of
Aboriginal speech, brings her no closer to her intended audience.
Reciting her work instead to an audience of one in April, Cheryl
addresses herself directly and formally to “you, White Man,” while using
the first-person plural, “we,” to identify with “the Indian people” (In Search
). Inasmuch as she attributes the values of violent conquest to a monolithic Euro-Canadian masculinity, her overview of Native-newcomer
interactions since first contact arraigns a rapacity that is gendered as well
as genocidal. Making the powwow speech on the weekend of Dominion
Day, she personifies in the colossus, “White Man,” the destructive forces
of post-Confederation Canada: “Now that you are here, White Man, the
rivers bleed with contamination. e winds moan with the heavy weight of
pollution in the air. e land vomits up the poisons which have been fed into
it. Our Mother Earth is no longer clean and healthy. She is dying” (In Search
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). Indeed, the imagery of bleeding, moaning, and vomiting links the
speech to other symbols for Native misery—Henry’s tuberculosis, Cheryl’s
psychosis, April’s rape—that Mosionier grounds in the material effects of
systemic racism (see Perreault , , ). By contrast, the collapse of
rhetorical postures, whereby April takes the place of the White Man just
as Cheryl takes that of the Indian people, reinforces the binarism responsible for the erasure of a Métis perspective. Relying heavily on metaphor
to confront the ugliness of colonization, the speech therefore assumes an
elegiac, even poetic, tone as it mourns the death of both Native peoples
and the environment. As a result, it not only differs radically from Cheryl’s
earlier energetic performances but also foreshadows her suicide.
Like the powwow speech, the journal that April reads after her
sister’s funeral implicitly connects Cheryl’s death to her oppression as an
Aboriginal woman. In its return to the narratological centre of the novel,
moreover, the journal allows Mosionier not only to retrieve Cheryl’s
experience from March  to January  but also to recover Métis
experience in the modern Canadian metropolis. Depicting the Métis as
“people with special problems” rather than “special rights and privileges”
(Sealey and Lussier ), she tacitly locates Cheryl’s suicide in an absence of
positive models for contemporary urban identity. Set a century after Riel’s
triumph at Red River, the journal thus witnesses a shift in the search for
antecedents. Focused now on close relatives rather than distant ancestors,
Cheryl discovers her father and, through him, what it means to be Métis
in the latter half of the twentieth century; but in a telling omission she
never uses the proper noun Métis to describe him or anyone else in the
journal. Having nurtured an image of Henry Raintree as “a tall, straight,
handsome man” who, “in the olden days, … would have been a warrior
if he had been all Indian,” she finds instead an old, drunken, disheveled
man—a “gutter-creature” (In Search ). Destroying her image of herself
as well as of her father, this encounter robs Cheryl of the pride that her
historical research had nurtured. Further revelations contained in the
journal suggest, moreover, how shame becomes despair; horror, hopelessness. Indeed, even as Henry attributes his wife’s suicide to shame over the
loss of her daughters, Alice’s death doubles on April’s marriage, both of
which take place in July , as abandonments that isolate Cheryl and
increase her risk of exploitation. In other words, without positive female
self-images, she falls prey to the special problems that affect the Métis in
contemporary Canadian culture.
Resuming nearly nine months after Cheryl finds her father, the remaining journal entries trace her life from the birth of her son, Henry Liberty,
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in February ; through her introduction to Mark DeSoto, later her pimp,
in October ; to the hospitalization in January  that compels April’s
return to Winnipeg from Toronto in the second half of the novel. Filling
the lacunae in April’s story as previously told, the journal shows Cheryl
forced to assume a number of identities—unwed mother, street prostitute,
rape victim, battered spouse, and chronic alcoholic—consonant with what
Mrs Semple, the social worker, called “the ‘native girl’ syndrome” (In Search
). Furthermore, while the journal is silent on the matter of Henry Lee’s
paternity, the experience of seventeen-year-old Nancy, a friend, whose “life
was similar to that of other native girls Cheryl met,” reinforces the notion
(as suggested by the novel’s chronology) that his mother is also a casualty
of incest: “Drinking always seemed to be behind it. Nancy had been raped
by her drunken father. Cheryl remarked that people called that incest,
but Nancy insisted it was rape” (In Search ). Insofar as sexual abuse is
mimetic of racial oppression, incest emblematizes the endogamous violence that Campbell, for one, locates in Métis men’s anger at their own
powerlessness (). Like Halfbreed, therefore, Cheryl’s journal charts the
pressures within as well as without the Aboriginal community that coerce
Métis women into the victim’s role. Indeed, just as April is forced by her
white foster mother to adapt to an inimical identity as a half-breed, Cheryl
is compelled by her father and her lover, both Aboriginal, to conform to
the Native-girl stereotype. at these external compulsions constitute
quite literally an assault on subjectivity becomes clearest perhaps when
Cheryl, claiming that she is “no whore,” rejects the sexual advances of a
man whom she meets in a bar and, as a result, receives the beating that
sends her to hospital (In Search ). is experience, deferred in the
telling to the end of the novel, chronologically precedes and symbolically
mirrors April’s rape, but Cheryl, unlike April, does not ultimately recover
from her assault. In the journal, then, Mosionier does not so much reiterate negative stereotypes of Aboriginal peoples as show how the brutal
reality of poverty and bigotry, of cultural deprivation, circumscribes a
“public image” as “losers” and leads, all too inevitably, to problems such
as substance abuse, domestic violence, and Native suicide (In Search ;
see Perreault –). As she explains in “Images of Native People and
their Effects,” however, it is necessary “to find the root of the problems” in
order to “find the solutions” ().
In the suicide note that functions to close the novel, Mosionier points
toward solutions even as she refrains from defining them. Like the journal,
Cheryl’s final letter appears in the novel as a posthumous utterance and,
as such, complements her sense of herself as having become, before her
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actual death, one of “the living dead,” without “the instinct to survive” or
the ability to find “joy in living” (In Search ). Counseling her sister to
do right by her son, Cheryl writes, “April, you have strength. Dream my
dreams for me. Make them come true for me. Be proud of what you are,
of what you and Henry Lee are. I belong with our Mother” (In Search ).
Despite the fatal empathy with Alice Raintree, Cheryl provides in her final
words a message of hope for the future by suggesting that survival, for a
people as for an individual, rests in an affirmation of identity. In this light,
April’s adoption of Henry Liberty, whose name recalls his (grand)father
as well as les gens libres, signals her acceptance of self as Métis. As the son
who is also a father, the nephew who is also a brother, Henry represents
the vital link between past and future. Seeing him for the first time, April
emphatically reiterates and amplifies the claim to unity-in-identity implied
by the words, “my people,” uttered the night before: “MY PEOPLE, OUR
PEOPLE” (In Search , ). But while the word people overwrites and
essentializes the term Métis, a second form of verbal affirmation and
atonement occurs in April’s decision to write her story and to commit
to paper those “memories of her [sister’s] voice” that overwhelm her (In
Search ). Cheryl’s death, in other words, precipitates April into the
narration that opens the novel: “Memories…. I always felt most of my
memories were better avoided, but now I think it’s best to go back in my
life before I go forward” (In Search ).
Speaking of her experience as a Métis woman, Beatrice Mosionier
asserts that contemporary urban Canada exerts “a lot of pressure on you
to assimilate and forget totally what you are as a person, what your heritage
is, and everything!” (Interview with Lutz ). By countering such self-forgetfulness and reclaiming a history that is both individual and communal,
memory—what Lionnet calls “the oral trace of the past” ()—becomes a
vehicle for political activism. Even as the limits of Mosionier’s activism
are suggested at the end of the novel by the shadowy presence of the
white lawyer, Roger Maddison, whose professional status as April’s former
employer and personal status as her prospective husband uneasily recall
the intersections of race, class, and gender that have so problematized the
question of identity for Métis women, April nonetheless embraces new
life. Transformed from Roger’s legal secretary into Cheryl’s literary executor, she restores to self as a writer the (sister whose) identity she denied
and thereby makes creative self-expression the instrument not merely of
cultural production but also of cultural survival, for like Mosionier herself, she is inspired by personal tragedy to put a voice to Métis experience
and so to generate from the past a new Métis tradition commensurate
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with the challenges of the present. Reliant on writing and reading as acts
of political resistance and pedagogical engagement, In Search of April
Raintree thus negotiates various texts and contexts in order to recollect
in the Métis a forgotten people and restore them to their rightful place
in Canadian society.

Chronology of In Search of April Raintree
April’s Narrative
April is born on 18 April

Children’s Aid places April with the Dions
April skips Grade 2
Children’s Aid places April with the DeRosiers

Children’s Aid sends April to boarding school
April begins secretarial program at college
April works, looks for parents, and lives with Cheryl
April marries Bob Radcliff on 25 July
April is raped on 11 January; divorced on 26 January
After Cheryl’s death, April reads her sister’s journal
April starts to write her own story in May

Date
|
1949
1950
|
|
|
|
1955
1956
|
|
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
|
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
|

Cheryl’s Narrative
Cheryl is born in October

Children’s Aid places Cheryl with the MacAdams
Cheryl writes her first letter and enrols in Grade 1
Cheryl gives Riel book to April as a birthday gift
Children’s Aid places Cheryl with the DeRosiers
Children’s Aid moves her to the Steindalls
Cheryl gives speech on Métis buffalo hunt
She writes speech on Métis at Seven Oaks 1816*
Cheryl writes essay on Riel in Red River 1869
She writes essay on Riel at Batoche 1885
Cheryl starts university and, a little later, her journal
Cheryl looks for her parents and finds Henry Sr. in June
She has Henry Jr. on 18 February
Beaten in January, Cheryl gives powwow speech in July
Cheryl’s suicide note, written on 28 April, arrives after her
death and serves as a last will and testament

*Note: e letter that includes Cheryl’s speech on Seven Oaks should be dated 26 January 1963
rather than 1964 (In Search 71). is error becomes apparent when her next letter, written a
year later, is dated 16 January 1964 (In Search 77).
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